How collaboration
platforms are shaping
the way we work
New data from a global survey of 1,200 IT
decision makers and 3,000 users shows the
impact and importance of collaboration
platforms in the new workplace
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Introduction
For many professionals, the initial transition to
remote work last year wasn’t smooth sailing.
The sudden switch brought a difficult mix of
stress, isolation and whiplash.
A major contributor to these feelings was
our slow, siloed communication tools. We
used to be able to overcome the limitations
of traditional business communication tools
when we all worked in an office. You could
knock on a coworker’s door or catch up in the
break room for answers, assistance
and camaraderie.
But our old tools don’t support remote work.
It requires technology that enables fast,
seamless collaboration. As hybrid, flexible
work models seem to be the future beyond
the pandemic, it’s time for companies to
adopt these collaboration platforms.
A recent survey by Wakefield Research
confirms this idea. The company surveyed
thousands of users and IT decision makers
(ITDMs) who use collaboration tools like Slack
for work to get a retrospective view on the
value of collaboration platforms over the past
year and to look at the trends that will define
the future of these platforms.
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Executive summary
The data shows a clear trend toward
collaboration platforms. These platforms are
reducing the reliance on email and meetings
and are changing business communication
into something that’s faster and more
people-friendly.

Collaboration platforms are
quickly replacing traditional
communication
As we settle into the age of the hybrid office,
companies are recognizing the need to trade
traditional communication structures for a
new way of working. Even though nearly half
of companies had not used a collaboration
platform before the pandemic, 78% of ITDMs
now say they will continue to use Slack and/
or other solutions even when “normal” work
routines resume.

Collaboration tools
are here to stay
Flexible work needs software that can
keep up
Slack is in

100%

of Slack users want to keep using Slack
even after the pandemic
Email is out

50%

of IT decision makers believe email will be
replaced as the primary communications
tool by 2024
Orgs are on board

47%

of organizations had not used a
collaboration platform prior to
the pandemic
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Professionals prefer
collaboration platforms to
email and meetings
Business users have found collaboration
platforms like Slack to be far more efficient
for communicating and bonding with their
colleagues, leaders and clients. If forced to
choose, more than one-third of business
users say they would give up their work email
rather than Slack or Microsoft Teams or other
collaboration solutions.

Save time

90 min.

Slack users estimate they save 90 minutes
a day (7.5 hours a workweek) using Slack
instead of email
Replace meetings

40%

Slack users say 40% of meetings can be
replaced with Slack message
Improve connections

96%

96% of users believe Slack helps forge
better connections with their superiors
than email

Employees want a say in their
company’s tech stack
Thirty-seven percent of users are frustrated
that they’re not included in conversations
about the company’s selection of software
tools. This is especially important for
the collaboration platforms that act as
a company’s virtual office. ITDMs are
listening—to the needs employees have
for their communication tools and to users’
preference for Slack.

More power to the people
End users increasingly influence
purchasing decisions

73%
of IT decision makers who use Microsoft
Teams say employees have already
requested Slack

41%

of IT decision makers say employee
support was part of the decision to
select Slack

45%

of IT decision makers who use Teams
would consider purchasing a Slack
subscription if requested by employees
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Collaboration platforms
are essential to the
new workplace
Prior to March 2020, many companies
were noticing the rise of remote work and
considering it as a future possibility, but few
were expecting to make a 180-degree shift
to remote in the span of a few weeks. While
it may have been surprising, the move to
remote work is turning out to be lasting.
According to data from McKinsey,
companies implemented remote work at
an average of 43 times as fast as they had
thought possible.
In a survey by PwC, 83% of business leaders
said remote work has been successful for
their company. And a survey by Slack’s
Future Forum found that 72% of knowledge
workers now want a hybrid remote-office
model moving forward—one that would
allow a mix of remote and co-located work.
The alignment on a hybrid office model has
secured the future of remote working. In
a Gartner survey, 90% of HR leaders say
they’ll allow at least part-time remote work
even after the Covid-19 vaccine is widely
distributed.
This is good news for everyone. Slack’s
Remote Employee Experience Index found

that employees who are allowed flexibility
in where they work report 43% higher
productivity scores than those who are not.
And employees who are allowed flexibility
in when they work report 53% higher
productivity scores.
But now that the “future of work” has become
the present reality, it’s time to turn reactive
tactics into proactive long-term strategies to
support this new hybrid workforce.

Traditional communication
platforms are becoming
obsolete
Nearly half of organizations had not even
used a collaboration platform prior to the
pandemic. But now, with this shift to hybrid
workplaces, it’s clear that such platforms
will play an increasingly important role in the
future of business communication.
We’re only just beginning to see the full
potential of these tools. And as collaboration
platforms rise in popularity, we’re also seeing
traditional communication methods
lose popularity.
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Collaboration platforms are essential to the new workplace

• Email is losing its status as the default
business communication tool. More
than half of ITDMs believe email will be

More than half of ITDMs
believe email will be replaced
as the primary communications
tool by 2024.
replaced as the primary communications
tool by 2024. And if forced to choose,
36% of users would rather go without
work email than without Slack, Microsoft
Teams or other collaboration solutions.
• Meetings are being replaced with
asynchronous communication. No more
meetings that “should have been an
email.” Users think an average of 40% of
their meetings could be replaced by an
asynchronous Slack thread. Ninety-five
percent of Slack users say they would
rather connect with their team on Slack
than with a video call.

Little surprise: Users and IT leaders alike are
seeing a lot of success with this new way of
communicating. The majority of employees
and decision makers have no plans to go back
to the old ways.
• 79% of users say their collaboration
platform is very important to their work
• 78% of ITDMs say they will continue to
use Slack and/or Microsoft Teams or
other solutions even when “normal” work
routines resume following the pandemic
• 100% of Slack users want to keep using
Slack even after the pandemic
Remote work is here to stay, and that means
collaboration platforms are here to stay—and
will continue to shape how we think about
communication at work.

Collaboration platforms are
quickly becoming the heart of
the new hybrid workplace.

Collaboration platforms
are here to stay
Even now that some offices are reopening,
collaboration platforms are quickly becoming
the heart of the new hybrid workplace. In
fact, 72% of U.S. executives plan to invest in a
virtual collaboration tool to support a hybrid
environment, according to PwC.
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Employees prefer Slack over
traditional communication
It’s not enough to try to copy and paste office
norms into a virtual setting. The norms need
to evolve to provide the necessary framework
for transparency, teamwork and fast
decision-making.

100% of Slack users say they
want to keep using Slack even
after the pandemic.

Slack is the natural successor to traditional
communication tools. It breaks down the
barriers that email creates and makes
information more easily accessible and usable
to everyone in your company. People across
teams, disciplines and departments can
collaborate quickly to solve problems and
ship projects.

Slack powers faster, safer
communication than email

Our users seem to agree.
• 36% of business communication users
would rather go without work email than
without Slack
• 52% of users prefer Slack when they need
to communicate quickly
• Slack users estimate that 40% of phone
or video meetings, on average, could have
been replaced with a Slack message
One hundred percent of Slack users say
they want to keep using the platform even
after the pandemic. They find it essential for
improving alignment across teams, increasing
individual productivity, and collaborating at a
time that works best for them.

Successful hybrid business models require
a productive, transparent and secure
communication tool—it’s the lifeline
of remote employees to the rest of the
company, and therefore their ability to do
their job.
Email falls flat in all these key areas:
• Barrier to productivity: Most knowledge
workers spend 3+ hours a day in
their inboxes
• Lack of transparency: The closed nature
of email insulates workers from the
information they need and isolates them
from one another
• Security risk: Phishing causes 90% of
data breaches—and IBM estimates the
average cost of a data breach at
$3.86 million
Slack CEO Stewart Butterfield has said,
“There’s no advantage to supplanting email
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completely,”but Slack does seem to have
email beat when it comes to productivity
and security.
Slack boosts productivity vs. email
We’ve all experienced the productivity drain
of email. Studies show that email takes up
more than 3 hours a day (in other words,
about 37% of the typical knowledge
worker’s week). You have to monitor your
inbox, sort through junk mail, scroll through
long reply-all threads, and volley messages
back and forth before reaching a decision.
Slack channels circumvent productivity
issues by making it easy for individuals
and cross-departmental groups alike to
tackle projects and problems quickly, all
without losing any context or visibility. This
collaboration enhances productivity in a
big way.
“When managing three hubs nationally, you
can’t have a good conversation over email,”
says Benjamin Sternsmith, a vice president of
sales at Lyft Business. “It’s not quick enough.
Coming together in Slack channels allows
us to easily discuss day-to-day management
topics. That’s invaluable.”

Our study found that users save an average
of 90 minutes a day by using Slack instead of
email. This adds up to 7.5 hours from Monday
to Friday, which means Slack is giving users
back almost an entire day every week.

The hidden
costs of email

90%

of data breaches caused by phishing

$3.86M

average cost of data breach

$12B

Lost to business email scams each year
Source: Security Awareness Training Explosion, 2017
FBI Report: Global BEC Losses Exceeded
US$12 Billion in 2018
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Users save an average of 90
minutes a day by using Slack
instead of email.
Slack improves access to
information vs. email
Slack’s open channel organization makes it
easy for workers and teams to collaborate
across data and department silos, and it
makes public conversations searchable so
anyone can find the information or context
they need.

The shift from email to channel-based
communication had a widespread effect at
TD Ameritrade. Before Slack, employees’
access to information depended on who
they knew and how well they knew the
organization, according to Kim Hillyer,
the managing director of corporate
communications at TD Ameritrade.

“Our hypothesis with the digital workplace
was that it shouldn’t have to be that way,”
she says, “that anybody in the organization
should be able to get the information they
need to do their job at the time they need it.”
By moving communication to public Slack
channels, the company was able to remove
the subjectivity of sharing information so that
internal knowledge could scale as needed.
Within six months of launching Slack
companywide, TD Ameritrade decreased
emails by 30%, and email usage
has continued to decline ever since.
Communication in Slack, on the other
hand, has been on an upward trajectory.
In the first year of the initial rollout, TD
Ameritrade employees sent about 6 million
Slack messages. Fast-forward to April 2020,
when employees sent more than 10 million
messages in that month alone, signaling a
significant shift in the company’s informationsharing culture.

“Our hypothesis with the digital
workplace was that it shouldn’t
have to be that way, that
anybody in the organization
should be able to get the
information they need to do their
job at the time they need it.”
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Slack offers greater security vs. email
While Slack makes collaboration easier
and information more accessible within
a company, it also has stringent security
measures to make sure that your company’s
sensitive information stays inside
your company.
Japan’s largest telecommunications
company, NTT Docomo, builds most of its
business systems internally—including email
and interoffice communication tools—in
order to meet the strict security policies
that protect the huge volume of customer
information it handles.
But as employees pivoted to working from
home during the pandemic, it became
difficult to move business forward with such
a limited in-house toolset. Slack provided
a seamless way for Docomo to transition
to remote work, increase organizational
agility, keep internal teams aligned, and stay
connected to external partners.
When Docomo considered introducing
different tools, it had to work with strict
internal regulations: Any new service needed
to first clear an exhaustive screening process
to confirm its compliance with the company’s
security policies.
Introduced just before the pandemic,
Slack Enterprise Grid checked all the
company’s boxes and cleared more than 200
security policies, including strict password
requirements, specifications for the duration
of access log storage, and status checks
for third-party certifications. This allowed
Docomo to simultaneously maintain highlevel security and speed up communications,
both inside and outside the organization.

Slack makes collaboration
more efficient than meetings
As more businesses adopt a hybrid-remote
model, meetings likely won’t be the most
effective way to collaborate on projects.
Simply moving meetings to video doesn’t
always help, considering the growing Zoom
fatigue phenomenon. These video meetings
can create more psychological stressors—
including more sustained eye contact and
a higher cognitive load—than in-person
meetings, which in turn reduces productivity.
Even when employees do work in an office,
meetings often aren’t effective. “The State
of Meetings” report by Doodle found that
professionals waste two hours a week on
unproductive meetings, which carries an
estimated price tag of $541 billion worth of
company resources.
Slack channels relieve the stress and
frustration of meetings—so much so that
95% of Slack users say they would rather
connect with their team on Slack than with a
video call.
Channels make asynchronous collaboration
easy and productive with anyone in your
organization. And the benefit can be
extended to partners and customers via
Slack Connect.
“Slack is like an ongoing meeting,” says Matt
Taylor, formerly a digital production editor at
The Times (UK). “You stop in for the portions
that are important to you and leave the room
when you’re done. If someone needs you,
they’ll call you into the room.”
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When the digital development team at The
Times started using Slack for all team-wide
communications, the number of check-in
and project status meetings was cut by
nearly two-thirds.
As information accessibility becomes even
more important in the hybrid work model,
companies are also seeing Slack as the best
way to break down department silos and
improve transparency and collaboration
between teams.
For the investment firm Man Group, the
#general Slack channel has been an effective
way to facilitate conversations across
departments and provide teams with direct
access to leadership. For example, employees
asked in #general if they could take time off
to volunteer with the U.K.’s National Health
Service. The CEO saw the conversation and
chimed in with an enthusiastic yes.
Once Man Group employees had Slack up
and running, they were able to help their
colleagues and answer questions in public
channels. If people needed help with their
remote access, they could query the #usersupport channel. A colleague from another
team might chime in with, “Oh, I had the
same problem yesterday. Here’s how I
fixed it.”
“As more and more people work from
home, Slack helps me see whether there
are recurring issues,” says Tom Price, the
chief technology officer responsible for
core technology at Man Group. “It’s a good
barometer of the health of remote access.”
This kind of companywide collaboration and
access is essential to building a sustainable,
productive hybrid workplace.

“Slack is like an ongoing meeting.
You stop in for the portions that
are important to you and leave
the room when you’re done. If
someone needs you, they’ll call
you into the room.”
Matt Taylor
Digital production editor, The Times (UK)

Slack builds a more
connected, human
workplace than email
Efficiency isn’t all it takes to have a productive
hybrid office. To stay engaged, employees
also need to stay connected.
At Slack’s Future Forum, two of the top
five challenges of remote work
concerned connection:
• Maintaining and building working
relationships with colleagues
• Feelings of loneliness or isolation
Email and meetings are both fundamentally
formal mediums, so they’re not ideal for
building human connections remotely.
Slack connects people by providing not just
a communication tool but a virtual work
environment. Conversations don’t have to
be formal. Eighty percent of Slack users said
they would send a GIF on a Slack channel and
wouldn’t on a group email.
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This more relaxed environment makes it
easier to feel like you’re interacting with other
humans, not just usernames. Social Slack
channels help encourage this people-centric
culture. In fact, 95% of Slack users have
team-building Slack channels with
their peers.

Many of the larger channels are the ones
that help build company culture and enhance
individuals’ sense of belonging, such as a
variety of diversity and inclusion groups,
along with ones for specific hobbies and
interests, including #fitness, #dogs,
#coffee and even #hashtagdadjokes.

Some of the popular Slack channels at
SurveyMonkey are related to employee
engagement and onboarding and include
#winning, where members can shout
out sales team wins and offer words of
appreciation and encouragement for a job
well done. And the #newtothetroop channel
helps new hires easily ask questions they
have in a smaller forum overseen by an HR
representative.

“Slack is a critical communication tool for
us,” says Dan Henig, the vice president of
customer operations at SurveyMonkey, “and
we use it every minute of every day to keep
our team connected with each other and the
rest of the company. From posting important
product updates, to celebrating positive
customer interactions, to sharing customer
feedback via social channels, Slack is how we
stay in sync.”
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Slack also breaks down the barriers to
building relationships with coworkers, leaders
and even customers. Half of Slack users
prefer the platform for communicating with
clients or customers, and 96% of users
said that Slack helps them forge better
connections with their superiors (vs. email).

96% of users said that Slack
helps them forge better
connections with their superiors
(vs. email).
SurveyMonkey prides itself on being a
customer-centric organization, and with
#customer-interactions, anyone across
the organization can include details about
a recent conversation with a customer by
completing (what else?) a survey.
Through the magic of Slack’s SurveyMonkey
integration (one of the most popular of
SurveyMonkey’s 100+ integrations), survey
answers post directly into #customerinteractions, which gives employees a simple
way to hear exactly what customers are
saying and feeling.

And when it comes to getting questions
answered, SurveyMonkey knows it’s all
about reaching the right people. That’s why
the company has several channels to ask
specific departments and groups for help,
from IT to survey research to localization
teams and beyond.
As we enter the age of the hybrid work
model, it’s time for companies to embrace
collaboration tools. They both improve
productivity and foster human connection, no
matter where employees are located.

“Slack is a critical communication
tool for us, and we use it every
minute of every day to keep our
team connected with each other
and the rest of the company.”
Dan Henig
VP, Customer Operations, SurveyMonkey
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Collaboration platform
decisions should be
employee-driven
To create an engaging and productive hybrid
workplace, you need to make technology
decisions based on the people who will
actually be impacted by those decisions.
IT decision makers and end users sometimes
have very different ideas about what role
technologies should have and what’s most
important. Thirty-seven percent of users
are frustrated that they’re not included in
conversations about the company’s selection
of software tools.
Many employees now want a say in the tools
they use every day—53% of IT decision
makers say employees reach out with
requests or suggestions for workplace apps
or software.
When picking a collaboration platform, you
don’t want to ignore your employees.
Sixty-nine percent of companies report
that getting rid of their collaboration
platform would result in major backlash
from employees.

Why do employees want a say in these
platforms? Because in a hybrid environment,
your collaboration software is like your new
office building. Just as you wouldn’t build a
labyrinth in a business park, you don’t want a
platform that’s non-intuitive and frustrating
to users.

69% of companies report that
getting rid of their collaboration
platform would result in major
backlash from empoyees.
To better meet the needs of this new work
model, ITDMs are giving more power to
employees when choosing a collaboration
platform. And Slack seems to be employees’
preferred platform:
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• For 41% of IT decision makers, employee
support was part of the decision to
select Slack

To meet employees’ needs,
use a best-of-breed strategy

• 45% of IT decision makers who use
Microsoft Teams said they would consider
purchasing a Slack subscription if
requested by employees

To choose a collaboration platform that
meets employees’ needs, take a best-ofbreed approach: Opt for the best tool for the
task at hand rather than adopting a suite of
software from a single vendor and forcing a
one-size-fits-all approach.

• 73% of IT decision makers who use
Microsoft Teams say employees have
already requested Slack

More power to the people
End users increasingly influence
purchasing decisions

73%
of IT decision makers who use Microsoft
Teams say employees have already
requested Slack

41%

of IT decision makers say employee
support was part of the decision to
select Slack

45%

of IT decision makers who use Teams
would consider purchasing a Slack
subscription if requested by employees

The best-of-breed approach was at play
when the pandemic hit and companies
scrambled to adopt a collaboration platform.
Slack and Microsoft Teams were the two
major contenders.
Forty-one percent of all organizations
adopted their collaboration platform within
five weeks, and organizations that adopted
Microsoft Teams as their primary business
platform took an average of 6.2 weeks to get
up and running.
Businesses that chose Slack at the beginning
of the pandemic, on the other hand, were
able to fully adopt the platform in an
average of 3.5 weeks—roughly half the
average time for Teams.
Microsoft Teams was a tempting choice for
companies already using Office 365 and
SharePoint. While single-vendor solutions like
Teams are popular for their simplicity, they’re
likely not the best choice for your every
software need.

Remember, your collaboration platform is
your employees’ workspace, the new HQ
for your company. It’s important to make it a
place where people want to work—and for
that, you need to listen to their preferences.
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One in 3 IT decision makers who primarily
use Teams have recommended to company
leadership that they should use Slack or
another online business communication
tool in addition to the existing company
tech stack. Of those who made this
recommendation, 45% got approval. If Teams
fulfilled every communication need, these
organizations wouldn’t be looking to adopt
other platforms.

Businesses fully adopted Slack
in an average of 3.5 weeks—
roughly half the average time for
Microsoft Teams.
Slack is the user-preferred collaboration
platform that is open and flexible enough to
let you innovate solutions and integrate with
thousands of other tools (including Office
365 and SharePoint). This allows you to build
a technology stack that best meets the needs
of your employees and your business.

The hybrid work environment may feel like
a new frontier. But with tools like Slack, it’s
possible for you to take a best-of-breed
approach and build the collaboration
platform that your company needs to thrive.

Methodology
This survey was commissioned by Slack and
conducted by Wakefield Research between
February 9 and 23, 2021, using an email
invitation and online survey. It was distributed
among 3,000 users, defined as employed
professionals using Slack or Microsoft Teams
for work who work at companies of more
than 100 employees and that pay for the use
of Slack or Microsoft Teams. The geographic
distribution was 500 respondents in each
of these areas: U.S., U.K., France, Germany,
Japan, Australia. We also surveyed 1,200
IT decision makers, defined as employed
professionals using Slack or Microsoft Teams
for work who are VPs or above at companies
of more than 100 employees paying for
Slack or Microsoft Teams. For this group, the
geographic breakdown was 200 respondents
in each of the same areas as above.

The future of work
is collaborative
The rocketing rise of remote work has made
us rethink the way we communicate at work.
Nearly 80% of users now say that their
collaboration platform is very important—
even though 47% of organizations weren’t
even using such a platform until March 2020.
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About Slack
Slack makes work simpler, more pleasant
and more productive. It’s a channel-based
messaging platform for the enterprise that
brings the right people, information and tools
together to get work done.

From FTSE 100 companies to corner shops,
millions of people around the world use Slack
to connect their teams, unify their systems
and drive their business forward.

The preceding information is intended for informational purposes only, and not as a binding commitment. Please do not rely
on this information in making your purchasing decisions. The development, release and timing of any products, features or
functionality remain at the sole discretion of Slack, and are subject to change.

